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THE FORGOTTEN LANGUAGE

I don't usually derive my sermons from newspaper articles and I
am not fond of sermons which are little more than reviews of some
recent book. Nevertheless, this morning's sermon was motivated by a
couple of articles I have recently seen in the daily press.

The first article was entitled, 'Anyone Can Develop ESP", ESP
meaning extrasensory perception. This particular article defined
ESP as being little more than positive thinking. Many, including
myself, would argue with that description of the phenomenon, but few
of us would fail to agree that positive thinking gets far better
results than does negative thinking. The article I refer to said this:

"When the little challenges of everyday life get you
down, you may try taking two aspirins or a long weekend in
the country. But have you ever tried extrasensory perception?

"A former CIA psychologist claims he can train almost
anyone to use psychic abilities to find parking spaces,
get through traffic, awaken on time, lose weight, get rid
of headaches, relieve anxiety and tension, find a mate,
get a better job, or solve personal problems, "

I would suggest that the claims may be a bit exaggerated. But
I would also contend that the mind is a powerful organ and that if we
learn to use both our mind and our spiritual capabilities at their
highest potential, there are wonderful and mysterious things we will
find ourselves able to do.

The second news article was even more intriguing than the first.
It told of a young mother who was regularly bothered by migraine
headaches. Her child was not doing well in school and was also a
problem at home. The mother had tried all kinds of remedies for her
headaches but nothing seemed to help. Finally, the boy was questioned
and it was discovered that he very much disliked and resented his
mother going back to bed almost every morning after breakfast because
of her headaches. The mother determined that she would change things,
and so she took up the practice of deep meditation several times a
day for twenty minute periods. Soon she discovered her headaches
disappearing. As a consequence her son's problems began to disappear
also.

I share these two news items with you because I believe them to
be closely related to a subject in which I have been deeply interested
and concerned for many years, the subject of prayer, which in this
sermon I refer to as "The Forgotten Language".








